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The EQ STRUC Process About EQ STRUC

EQ STRUC are a team of highly qualified and experienced 
structural engineers, specialising in the field of earthquake 
strengthening. 

Our innovative approach combined with industry-leading 
research and testing capabilities enables our team to provide 
cost-effective and practical solutions to every project.

We aim to make the process as stress-free as possible and 
work within the boundaries of a budget, whilst still providing 
quality results.

Our services include:
•  Initial Seismic Assessment (ISA/IEP).
• Detailed Seismic Assessment (DSA).
• Cost-effective and practical solutions.
• Seismic engineering.
• Structural testing.
• Project management.
•  Building & component testing.
• GPR & Ferro scanning.

For your free consultation, call us today:

0800 377 8782
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Step 1 An Initial Seismic Assessment (ISA) is usually the 
first step. The results of the ISA will determine if further 
action is required.

Step 2 If further action is required, a Detailed Seismic 
Assessment (DSA) is conducted to better understand the 
performance of the building in an earthquake and identify 
areas for improvement.

Step 3 Concept strengthening solutions and the likely cost 
of the repairing or strengthening are discussed in detail with 
the client.

Step 4 The conceptual designs and documentation are 
then progressed to obtain a building consent.

Step 5 The final stage is to tender the proposed works, 
appoint a suitable contractor, manage the project through to 
completion, and obtain final sign-off.

Future-proof Your Assets

0800 377 8782 eqstruc.co.nz

Disclaimer
This brochure is intended to be informative and accurately represent the 
benefits of retrofit solutions. All information is accurate and up-to-date, 
however, should only be used as a general guide given that individual 
costs and outcomes will vary. EQ STRUC does not accept any liability for 
damage or financial loss of any kind in connection with the information 
contained within this brochure. 
For more information, please contact info@eqstruc.co.nz.
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The Benefits of Retrofit Solutions

S t r u c t u r a l  E n g i n e e r s   |   P r o j e c t  M a n a g e m e n t   |   S t r u c t u r a l  Te s t i n g

Queen Street, Auckland Drews Avenue, Whanganui Parnell Road, Auckland

Building type Un-Reinforced 
Masonry (URM)

Age 1900s

%NBS before retrofit <20%

%NBS after retrofit >67%

Valuation before Retrofit $4,500,000

Estimated Retrofit Cost $2,500,000

% Rental Gain +600%

Estimated Valuation After 
Retrofit

≈ $8,500,000

Capital Gain +20.0%
For more information about this job, please contact us using the info below

Building type Un-Reinforced 
Masonry (URM)

Age 1911

%NBS before retrofit <20%

%NBS after retrofit >67%

Valuation before Retrofit $330,000

Retrofit Cost $300,000

% Rental Gain +1,000%

Valuation After Retrofit ≈ $750,000

Capital Gain +15.0%
For more information about this job, please contact us using the info below

Building type Basalt

Age 1870s

%NBS before retrofit <20%

%NBS after retrofit >67%

Valuation before Retrofit $2,500,000

Retrofit Cost $300,000

% Rental Gain +120%

Estimated Valuation After 
Retrofit

≈ $3,100,000

Capital Gain +10.0%
For more information about this job, please contact us using the info below

The retrofit achieved a seismic rating of greater than 67% 
NBS and resulted in a four storey build with new ground-level 
retail space, second-floor office space, and two inner-city 
apartments.

To keep the character of the building, a decision was made 
to retain the existing façade and perimeter walls, and to 
construct a ‘new building’ within the existing to improve the 
usability of the space.

EQ STRUC managed to apply a cost-effective solution by tying 
the two buildings together and focusing the retrofit on the 
URM building. The retrofit achieved a seismic rating of greater 
than 67% NBS.

As a result, rental return has increased from zero to ~$35,000 
per annum. A payback on the retrofit cost of less than five 
years.

The Whitby Lodge has historical value for its association 
with the development of the Hulme Court estate. It also has 
architectural significance as an early surviving example of the 
use of local basalt in a domestic building.

The seismic retrofit by EQ STRUC increased the rating from 
Grade D to Grade B (low-risk building) while maintaining the 
conservation requirements of the heritage architects.


